
LEADERSHIP SKILLS FOR
STORE MANAGERS
CUSTOM PROGRAM



INTRODUCTION
This certificate program is ideal for store and district

leaders that are looking to grow their leadership skills.
Leading teams in a retail operations environment has

never been more challenging. Equipping store and
district leaders with the skills to create an inspired,
positive and effective team, leads to best-in-class
performance. Leading with purpose, creating an

amazing culture, developing a talented team and
delivering top store results are all outcomes and

benefits of taking this program.
 

The David Sobey Centre for Innovation in Retailing and
Services is part of the Sobey School of Business at
Saint Mary’s University. It is a unique retail-focused

centre that concentrates on research, innovation and
education to support the retail sector. Learn more

about the centre at www.davidsobeycentre.ca.
 

PROGRAM
OVERVIEW

The objective of the program is to develop the
personal leadership and decision-making skills
of store managers to help them become more
effective in their roles. Store managers play an

important leadership role in the development of
talent at the store level, while ensuring the store

performs to expectations from the corporate
office. Store managers who are highly

successful, think strategically, get the best out of
their staff, and utilize data and technology to

make evidence-based decisions. This program
will develop the leadership and decision-making
skills of store managers (and district managers).
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Facilitated by leading academic and
industry experts

http://www.davidsobeycentre.ca/


Build engaged, empowered and capable teams

Learn how to get the best out of every
employee

Deliver best in class store performance metrics

Become an effective communicator including
feedback, challenging conversations,
recognition and conflict management.

Chart a path for their own career growth while
developing and promoting others

Upon completion of the course, participants will
be able to:

Help your Managers and District
Managers become inspiring leaders

COURSE OBJECTIVES
AND LEARNING

OUTCOMES
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Session 0: Introduction and orientation (1 hour): 
This session will help prepare participants for the program by introducing them to the program and

what to expect from the experience including outcomes and benefits.

What is leadership and what are the key challenges in today’s retail environment

Leading teams: key enablers of high performance, developing ‘collaborative intelligence &

collective I.Q., organizational engagement and encouraging emerging leaders 

The distance between corporate offices and stores can create challenges in communication and

execution. Participants will learn how to avoid pervasive mistakes and ensure the operations teams

are motivated and empowered to support corporate strategy

Session 1: Leadership (3 hours): 
An introduction to effective leadership in organizations that focuses on transformational leadership

theory. 

Topics Include: 

What makes a healthy workplace

How we can encourage a more productive work environment

How a safe workplace translates to a supportive team environment

Session 2: Leading the Healthy Workplace (3 hours)
Creating a healthy workplace begins with the creation of psychological safety – a shared belief that

the workplace is safe for interpersonal risk-taking. This module focuses on the leader behaviors that

foster that sense of psychological safety.

Topics Include: 

PROGRAM OUTLINE

Hiring, Onboarding and Training the right people the right way 

Developing the next generation of leaders for the company

How delegation creates a more effective workplace and a more satisfied team

Becoming a great communicator and how it is paramount to having high functioning teams

Session 3: Leading Teams (3 hours)
Most organizations have adopted team structures or team-based processes but do little to foster

team development. This module focuses on understanding how teams work and the specific

behaviors that leaders can use to build strong, well-functioning teams.

Topics Include: 
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PROGRAM OUTLINE

How to go from Boss to Coach and how everyone benefits 

Developing empathy as a critical skill for leaders 

Creating a culture of recognition and feedback

The importance of performance management

Setting expectations and the circle of accountability

Session 4: Coaching (3 hours)
Leaders bear a principal responsibility for developing employees. Many focus purely on providing

corrective feedback. In contrast, coaching and developing employees is a valuable skill in enhancing

employee retention.

Topics Include:
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How to leverage diversity to increase customer loyalty and satisfaction

How to lead by example in creating a high performing, diverse team

Practice listening with intent to understand each team member’s perspective 

The importance of self-assessment for positive growth

Ensuring equity in retention and promotion 

Session 5: Leading Diversity (4 hours)
Reliance on a diverse workforce means going beyond accommodating cultural practices from diverse

groups. Leaders need to foster inclusion so that all employees feel that they are a valuable part of the

organization.

Topics Include: 

The importance of goal setting

How to develop goals for your store that align with the overall business strategy

Learning to utilize the right data to improve your business

How to embed your store in your community

Understand what is important to your customers

Having the courage to fail

Session 6: Strategic Thinking (3 hours)
The course closes with a focus on strategic thinking. Helping store managers step above the day-to-

day issues to assume the role of CEO of their own store – planning and taking responsibility for the

growth of their business.

Topics Include: 



DR. KEVIN KELLOWAY
Dr. Kevin Kelloway is Canada Research Chair and a Professor of Psychology at Saint Mary’s University. He is

one of the leading global experts on transformational leadership. He published over 200 articles, book

chapters, and technical reports in addition to 14 authored/edited books. He was the president of the

Canadian Psychological Association in 2016. He consults extensively for both private and public sector

clients. He has taught and coached executives in EMBA and Executive Programs for over 20 years. 

DR. CATHERINE LOUGHLIN
Dr. Catherine Loughlin is a Canada Research Chair in Management. She is currently Associate Dean,

Research and Knowledge Mobilization at the Sobey School of Business. She supervises graduate students in

Management and Psychology, publishes widely, and has consulted for the Government of Canada and

private industry in the areas of management leadership development and work stress. She coaches Senior

Executives on leadership development at the individual and team levels.  

INSTRUCTORS
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DR. RAMESH VENKAT
Dr. Ramesh Venkat is the Director of the David Sobey Centre for Innovation in Retailing & Services and

Associate Professor of Marketing at the Sobey School of Business. He teaches retail management to

executives and within graduate programs. His consulting practice for retailers focuses on consumer insights.

He has published books on Internet marketing and over 50 peer-reviewed articles on customer

engagement, brand strategy and related topics. Dr. Venkat is also the program director for the David Sobey

Centre executive programs. 



SOLANGE STROM
Solange Strom is a visionary retail leader and entrepreneur with a track record of driving growth through

employee-centric strategies. While helming retail global brands such as Boiron, L'Occitane, and Repetto,

Salonge increased revenues by up to 300% through customer-focused approaches. As a leader galvanizing

very large teams of employees, she proved that prioritizing training and development for employees was

the key to successful customer engagement. She is unafraid to challenge the status quo and thrives in

creating pioneering opportunities for retail in times of uncertainty. She has held board and advisory roles at

Mars Ventures and is currently a guest lecturer at the Ted Rogers School of Management, Ryerson

University. She holds an MBA degree from McGill University,  

MARK INNES 
Mark Innes is a senior retail professional with 30 years of retail executive experience and a SMU MBA

graduate. He has held senior executive roles at Loblaws (Canada’s leading grocery chain), Empire Company

(parent of Sobeys) and Target. Mark is the Retail Executive-in-Residence at the David Sobey Centre. Mark is

the co-designer of this training program. He will oversee the development of customized content in addition

to being an instructor and mentor for participants.  
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INSTRUCTORS



 www.davidsobeycentre.ca

REGISTRATION

For more info and to register:

Please email davidsobeycentre@smu.ca

Cost: 

$1,500 per participant

Minimum 30 participants,

Maximum 40 participants 
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